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Moving as fast as I can feels good.
It feels productive.
But sometimes,
When I’m constantly late,
I forget to count the laps.
Then I feel like life is real and that time is not.
Because when you confuse time with life
You usually lose sight of both
And merely stumble through life.
However, when you do not consider minutes or laps,
There is often a likelihood
That you will be happy out of the blue.
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There is a clear consistent attitude among many people today: 
They are always in such a rush.
Moving as “quickly” as possible feels good. It feels productive.
And since there are so many things to be done, only a tight kept schedule will help to make 
the very most of time. And time is, of course, money.
In order to cope with their stressful life many people squeeze planned relaxation into their 
schedule. Which makes me wonder whether rushing to relaxation beats the purpose of re-
laxation?
In this report I will explain how I researched the opposites at play in this paradox and how 
they shaped my structure and silhouette work.
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In many cultures communal thermal bathing is regarded a sanctuary for recharg-
ing mind and body. It is respectfully practised and classified as a spa treatment. 
But how do we really use and prioritize sanctuary moments?
In Iceland there is something much less fancy about the bathing culture. It is re-
garded more as a necessity rather than an pampering spa treatment1.
Focus is rather on the water than a sanctuary atmosphere and generally everyone 
is welcome,regardless of age and gender.

I found it very interesting how the same thing can mean different
things in different cultures. Since I grew up in Switzerland where there is also geo-
thermal heat, I naturally started comparing the usage of this warm water in Iceland 
and in Switzerland.
Switzerland has a long history of service and hotel businesses and takes big pride 
in this. It also relies on an economy that has been very stable for a very long time, 
which is, in my belief, one of the reasons that swiss people use their
geothermal water quite differently than the Icelandics.
Even though the core “product” is the same, the Swiss view it as a luxurious treat-
ment that one only indulges in seldomly. 
In this case the warm water experience is supplemented with aromatherapy smells, 
salt water float baths and underwater classical music.
One could discuss that this is a form of hyperreality where the act of bathing is 
transformed into an experience of all senses.

1 Guðmundsdóttir, Katrin Dröfn. “Áhrif Sundlauga: Líðan, Upplifun, Hegðun.” Skem-
man.is, 2017, hdl.handle.net/1946/29102.
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In the end, the question is: what is better for body and soul? 
Do we need all the extras or doesn’t the water have the healing power in itself? Or is it may-
be rather the impossibility of doing anything else than being present while you are bathing?
My aim through this concept was to research beauty through rush and water and see how 
the same thing can gain different values depending on how it is classified or used. 
Since there is so much control and planning in contemporary culture, I wanted to work 
with previously unfixed and rather uncontrollable elements. A reflection of what it means to 
stressfully stumble through life.
I see it as a temporary glimpse of what personal wellness can be.

Originally I had started building up my concept around consumerism and a scenario after 
an apocalypse where all production had stopped and we were to use trash and leftovers to 
cover our basic needs and “decorate” ourselves - A “trash to treasure” sort of philosophy. I 
ran myself into issues with the further process development and specification of this con-
cept. The idea of “communal well” emerged when I was seeking a break in the pool from 
trying to create a process.

This original beginning still ghosts through my concept and research as I could never let the 
idea of unconventional, repurposed fabrics go. 
Considering that a fast track lifestyle and today’s consumer culture go hand in hand I re-
garded it as additional layer and decided not to shed it.
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Textile

Inspired by the effect water has on humans and fabric I tried to create a textile treatment that 
mimics the pruning of skin or resembles wet shower curtains clutching onto a body.
I was fascinated by the way water can work as a glue between fabric and skin and creates a 
beautiful wavy surface structure.
This structure echoes through my silhouette research and seems to be an inevitable contrast 
to the below and above water worlds.
To give the fabrics a look of permanent wrinkle/flow/pruning i pressed them onto a soft vlie-
seline after hand sewing small gatherings in random order and orientation.
The manipulation I had made on the fabrics originally came from a previous school project. 
In that project I had recreated liquid and flowing concrete, but never had the chance to ex-
plore it further on fabrics other than those we were required to use.
I tried using a regular iron but this takes much more time and looks more bulky. With a press 
the folds cannot be controlled, which suited the concept, and the look is more smooth and 
less 3D.

I wanted to work on the textures before I started choosing on fabrics, so I would not limit my 
texture work to what certain fabrics can do.
Water is an uncontrollable force, therefore at least one texture direction reflecting this be-
haviour was imperative.
Since binary-opposition makes regularity and irregularity much more clear than leaving 
them standing alone, I decided that I needed a very symmetrical and man made texture/
effect to complete the feeling.
The latter came very easily to me when researching shower curtains in a hardware store in 
Switzerland. It jumped right into my eye and fits perfectly to feeling of crazy haze that I was 
looking for. The experience of a pool is a form of hyperreality and the shower curtains little 
“windows” twist and turn what we see and thereby mimic this philosophic phenomenon 
quite well. Their sparkle in certain light makes them look like little diamonds, even though 
they are really cheap plastic. 
Since I had now added a plastic that is stiff and hard to drape, I was looking for a fabric that 
would drape nicely and would be easy to manipulate next.
A huge part of the pool experience is towels and swimsuits, so therefore I chose to research 
the two more fabrics accordingly.



When experimenting with towels I found that the frottee was rather thick and hard to ma-
nipulate in the way I wanted. The movements and details in the fabric manipulation got lost. 
To increase the visibility I switched to thin Terry Cloth bed linens that have a lot of stretch 
and are also easy to drape and manipulate. The manipulation I had made on towels earlier 
came out much more detailed and interesting now on the new fabric.

In London I found a petrol coloured milky plastic. It was very thin and flexible, so I bought 
some of it without knowing exactly what to use it for. After deciding on the manipulations 
on the terry cloth I tried to redo it with the plastic.
Since it was see-through it would not be possible to iron vlieseline under, so I tried to press 
it without. On my first try with only a tiny piece it worked perfectly, but when I made a big-
ger test it all melted on the paper that I used over and under it.
It took many turns to find the exact right temperature and time to press it without this hap-
pening.
To my positive surprise the plastic creates tiny lines and ribbles that looked a lot like both 
pruning skin and tiny waves in water.

I got very interested in the way water dissolves and changes things that stay in it for long.
I had bought two jersey fabrics because they had the perfect colour but otherwise they were 
rather boring. Therefore I was not scared to experiment on them and took dissolving quite 
literally when doing so. I tried to “dissolve” the fabrics as much as possible, without making 
them fall apart, by ripping them open just as nylon stockings would do. 
This revealed a rather interesting texture that was a lot intact with the terry cloth I had used 
beforehand. I looked a lot like an expensive imitation of the former.
Another interesting fact was that the outcome was completely incontrolable. I could not 
know how and how much it would “open up” before I had done so. The two fabrics I tried 
this on seemed to be knitted in various ways, since they looked completely different when 
manipulated, even though they were almost identical before.







Silhouette

It was inevitable to me that in order to reach a sense of “random” cluster I was going to have to 
drape my silhouettes, so I started out with draping without any previous drawings.
I draped with bathing suits, shower curtains and towels, combining each with each other, but 
also by itself.
At this point though I felt like there was an element missing, which lead to a massive block in my 
development phase. I was missing an opposing element that would act as a frame and limitation 
around my rather wide and textile based research.
This is where my roommate came into the concept as framework. As a busy biology student that 
prioritises a weekly swim, she captivates the essence of my muse quite well.
Her personal clothing style is first of all practical, sporty and masculine.
To bring all elements back together, she chose various clothing items of her own and bathing 
items (such as towels, bathing suits and shower curtains). She was given a time limit of 10 sec-
onds, while standing in the running shower. The idea was to get dressed in a “wet” rush, to create 
an uncontrolled tangle of all elements.
From this research I picked some of my favorite silhouettes in order to take them further on a 
dummy. As a “conclusion” I combined certain details and shapes into collages to visualize the 
overall expression, before continuing in any specific direction.





I did a second round of draping after this, where I continued to work on the silhouettes I had 
retrieved from the previous draping research. I made them neat and simple so that I could 
easily cut them apart and redraw the pieces on paper, thereby creating the pattern for the first 
draft of a final piece.
Additionally I added some classical silhouettes from my roommates wardrobe, such as ba-
sic dropped shoulder shirt, cropped sweatshirt, bathrobe and trainers, paired with enlarged 
swimwear details.
My draping research went only slowly and was influenced a lot by me being confused over the 
direction I wanted to take it. What I learned most of during this phase was not to take teacher, 
guest teacher or other mentors opinions and advice too literal and serious. Everyone has their 
own approach and I should have trusted my own process and gut feeling.



Colours

The colour palette came quite naturally through my research process. I picked up co-
lours I liked and found curios along the way and sorted them in the end.
There are the different colours of water I came across (e.g. pic. p.1&2.), faded pastel 
colours of the old swimming ladies (pic. p.6 ) which are a metaphor for faded glamour 
and as an accent colour bright orange.
It turned out that orange was not as much an accent color as I anticipated, so I spon-
taneously added a bright purple spandex in the last two weeks, to avoid the collection 
looking too soft and add a modern and sporty look.

Accessories

The accessories that accompanied my collection were all designed before I even start-
ed this project. I have long been fascinated by the idea that someone’s trash can be 
someone else’s treasure.
I had made a reusable plastic bag by copying a Netto single use bag and had made 
earrings out of expanding foam and pearls. 
For this collection I tried to make the expanding foam for the earrings look like the 
rough concrete that usually surrounds pools and added shower curtain hooks and 
chains of drain plugs. The idea was to make it look like these objects had sunk into the 
concrete.
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To summarize

During this project I ironically felt like I was living proof 
of exactly the person and the cultural issue I was try-
ing research. Moving quickly, no time for life and only 
planned relaxation in the pool. 
In the end I kept swinging between being excited and 
deeply unsatisfied with my work. I felt that it was difficult 
to gather my thoughts properly and stay consistent. 
When I saw my collection on the runway I did not feel 
ready to expose it to anyone.
I came to terms with it, considering that my entire con-
cept was just a glimpse or outtake of a temporary state 
rather than a finished product.
I see this as a starting point of further research and a step 
along the way of figuring out what my personal DNA and 
artistic expression is. Many of the textile and silhouette 
discoveries I made are things that I can see myself taking 
further in the future. 
It is clearly very important to document the process well 
along the way and it is clear to me that I should have 
written all my personal thoughts as a process diary in my 
sketchbook to keep track of them.
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